In-group favoritism is the tendency for individuals to cooperate with in-group members more strongly than with out-group members. Similar concepts have been described across different domains, including in-group bias, tag-based cooperation, parochial altruism, and ethnocentrism. Both humans and other animals show this behavior. Here, we review evolutionary mechanisms for explaining this phenomenon by covering recently developed mathematical models. In fact, in-group favoritism is not easily realized on its own in theory, although it can evolve under some conditions. We also discuss the implications of these modeling results in future empirical and theoretical research.
Introduction
Cooperation, when it is not ostensibly lucrative behavior (i.e. in social dilemma situations), is ubiquitously found in human societies and animal kingdoms. We now have a multitude of explanations of evolutionary origins and rationality behind this seemingly irrational behavior. Together with field observations and laboratory experiments, mathematical models have contributed to the elucidation of mechanisms for cooperation, including kin selection, group selection, direct and indirect reciprocity, and network reciprocity [1] [2] [3] .
In-group favoritism is a related phenomenon repeatedly observed in experiments and real society, both for human and non-human species. Dwelling on human metaphor, we tend to cooperate more with others in the same group than with those in different groups ( Figure 1 ). Groups can be formed exogenously, such as arbitrary allocation by experimenters [4] [5] , or endogenously, based on visible traits, such as ethnicity and sex. A lot of empirical studies have confirmed in-group favoritism, as covered in review articles [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , metareview studies [13] [14] [15] [16] , and parts of monographs on group processes [17] [18] [19] .
What is the mechanism that leads to the evolution of in-group favoritism? The aforementioned reviews and monographs detail experimental findings of and psychological accounts for in-group favoritism. However, they are mute about evolutionary origins or payoff maximization viewpoints of the same behavior. The need for an evolutionary theory of in-group favoritism was also proposed by the psychology community [7, 12] .
In fact, evolutionary game theory has proposed various mechanisms governing in-group favoritism. In this article, we review these studies, with an emphasis on in-group favoritism by humans. Importantly, in evolutionary biology, review papers on the green-beard effect, which is closely related to in-group favoritism, have been published and provide a theoretical underpinning of this behavior mainly based on inclusive fitness theory [20] [21] [22] . Here, we focus on general forms of in-group favoritism. We also discuss the implications of presently available results and future directions.
In-group favoritism, its synonyms, and related concepts
In-group favoritism, or "playing favorites", has been studied across disciplines, from social psychology to evolutionary biology and anthropology; and from laboratory experiments to mathematical models. Partly for this reason, different names have been used for representing in-group favoritism and related concepts. In this section, we explain them.
Synonyms
As stated earlier, in-group favoritism is the tendency for individuals to cooperate with in-group members more than with out-group members. "In-group bias" is a synonym of in-group favoritism often used in psychology studies. Synonyms used particularly in the context of cultural evolution and anthropology include "parochial altruism" and "ethnocentrism". Hostility to out-group members, such as belligerence or going to war between tribes, is often emphasized when using these terms [23, 24] .
"Tag-based cooperation" is a term often used in modeling studies. In models of tag-based cooperation, individuals own one of several tags and cooperate if (and only if) the individual's own tag is the same as or similar to the peer's tag. Then, tag-based cooperation is functionally equivalent to in-group favoritism, where the tag corresponds to the group. There are some slight differences, however. First, groups implied in in-group favoritism in society often mean more than just partitioning of the population according to group identities. Individuals in such a group may be more likely to encounter in-group members owing to the common ethnicity, tribe membership, hobby, and so on, as compared to out-group members (see section on Community structure and homophily below). In contrast, tags in the context of tag-based cooperation do not a priori imply frequent intra-tag interaction. Second, in tag models, tags can be continuously distributed [25, 26] , whereas groups are usually discrete objects. Nevertheless, whether the tag is discrete or continuous does not usually affect the possibility of in-group favoritism [27] .
Green-beard
The green-beard effect is a term coined by Dawkins [28, 29] (also see [30] ). In the context of genetic evolution, which Dawkins referred to as, a single gene is simultaneously responsible for tag and behavior (such as whether or not to cooperate) in this mechanism. Then, inheritance of this gene simultaneously changes the tag and behavior. If a gene encodes both the tendency of cooperation and the tag, a population of cooperators would be resistant to invasion by defectors because the tag encodes cooperativity of players. In theory, the green-beard effect is a viable mechanism for in-group favoritism.
Differently from the green-beard effect, general forms of in-group favoritism allow the tag and behavior to evolve independently by definition. If the tag and behavior do evolve independently, however, there is room for defectors possessing the tag shared by many cooperators to prosper, which undermines cooperation. Cooperation based on green beards dictates that the tag and behavior are inherited together, genetically or culturally. In fact, evidence of the green-beard effect in humans is poor [31] (but see [32] ).
Armpit effect
The "armpit effect" is another term coined by Dawkins [29] , who related anecdotally that a dog smells its own armpit and then others' armpits to identify which peers smell the same. A dog would exclusively cooperate with others with the same smell. To recognize tags, the armpit effect stipulates a mechanism of self-inspection, which is not necessarily explicit in the green-beard effect [21] and in the general in-group favoritism. Most of the mechanisms of in-group favoritism require that individuals can recognize and compare tags or group identity of the self and others. Self-inspection serves this purpose.
Community structure and homophily By definition, in-group favoritism necessitates group structure of the population, may it be artificially introduced or natural. In human society, group structure is a norm rather than an exception. The fact that various social networks possess so-called community structure (i.e. community = group), whereby links connecting two individuals are more often within a community rather than across different communities [33] , is consistent with this observation. Group structure may be induced by homophily, that is, love of the same "feather" in terms of, for example, sex, ethnicity, and social status [34] (homophily occurs even at the level of individual genes [35] ). In a similar vein, homophily also leads to social segregation and polarization on the macroscopic level of groups [36] . Mathematical models show that an increase in the frequency of encountering similar others facilitates the evolution of homophily (see supplementary information in [37] ) and also in-group favoritism (see supplementary information in [38] ). However, community structure and homophily are not merely the consequence or cause of in-group favoritism. Coevolutionary dynamics of homophily and cooperation in experimental social networks show that these two traits are often tightly linked and mutually reinforced [39] [40] [41] [42] .
Assortative interaction, where individuals tend to interact with others possessing the same strategy (or phenotype in general), facilitates cooperation because unconditional cooperators then tend to interact within themselves, as do unconditional defectors [43] . In fact, many mechanisms of cooperation are machinery to induce assortative interaction. In this situation, the unconditional cooperators and unconditional defectors separately form groups, or communities. However, unconditional cooperators do not carry out in-group favoritism because they also cooperate with out-group members, who are defectors. This thought example suggests that assortative interaction in its original form is distinct from, but may act synergistically with, in-group favoritism.
Group selection
In-group favoritism is a behavioral phenomenon or a strategy, whereas group selection is a rule of natural selection. Therefore, the two concepts are not comparable. Furthermore, cooperation occurring as in-group favoritism and cooperation under group selection are different [44] , as we discuss in the following.
There are two types of group selection [45, 46] . In the first type, groups are assumed to explicitly compete for selection [47, 48] . Then, a group containing many cooperators is favored in selection, although a selfish individual in such a group obtains a larger fitness than a cooperator in the same group. The frequency of cooperators can be maintained at a high level because groups possessing many cooperators proliferate through selection. Because intergroup competition implies hostility between groups, group competition and in-group favoritism may sound akin to each other. However, group competition is a rule of selection and not a behavioral trait of individuals or groups of individuals, unless the intensity of group competition is affected by the behavior of individuals as assumed in recent models [23, 24] . Frequent cooperation under group competition does not imply that individuals cooperate more with in-group than out-group peers. In many models with group competition, individuals are not assumed to interact with out-group peers, such that in-group favoritism is an irrelevant question. Technically, both the lack of interaction with out-group peers and defection to out-group peers may yield the same zero payoff. However, we distinguish the two cases because the rule of the game is different. Finally, some arguments attempt to relate cultural group competition to in-group favoritism observed in human society [12] , although the connection is yet unclear.
In the second type of group selection, interaction between individuals occurs only within groups [49] . Then, individuals migrate across groups in an assortative way; cooperators tend to find other cooperators within the new group, and the same for selfish individuals. Owing to the assortative migration, cooperation is sustained in the entire population, although selection prefers selfish individuals to cooperators in each group. This mechanism is unrelated to in-group favoritism because individuals in different groups do not interact in any way.
Experimental results

Humans
The field study by Sherif and colleagues is a classic example of in-group favoritism [50] . In their study, boys participating in a summer camp were divided into two groups in an arbitrary way and made by the camp authorities to perform several tasks in which the two groups competed. Then, the boys rapidly developed in-group favoritism in their daily life during the camp. Now there is way more empirical evidence of in-group favoritism by humans than can be surveyed here (see reviews cited in the Introduction for references). Here we briefly mention some seminal work and just a few recent experiments.
Tajfel produced in-group favoritism in laboratories in a systematic way [4, 5] . He divided the participants into groups based on, for example, the liking of different paintings or the performance of non-essential counting tasks. Even in such minimal group experiments, participants showed in-group favoritism. A conceptual theory for explaining this phenomenon is the so-called social identity theory, according to which humans pursue the distinctiveness of the group to maintain the social identity of the self through in-group favoritism behavior [5, 6, 18] . Alternatively, Yamagishi and colleagues proposed reciprocity heuristics (so-called "group heuristics") as underlying in-group favoritism. According to this view, in-group favoritism occurs because the participants expect that in-group members (as opposed to outgroup members) will reciprocate in the future because interaction with in-group members is perceived to be more likely [8, 51] .
Recent experiments include the following: in-group favoritism in the context of altruistic punishment was examined with indigenous groups in highland Papua New Guinea [52] . The punisher showed in-group favoritism toward potential recipients of the endowment; they tended to punish norm violators when victim recipients belonged to the same group as the punisher. In [53] , coevolution of tags and in-group favoritism was explored in laboratory experiments. In this work, in-group favoritism meant inclination to in-group interaction as opposed to across-group interaction, and coordination rather than costly helping was the task. Participants showed coevolving in-group favoritism (in their sense) and coordination. In-group favoritism also occurs in the context of politics; voters show in-group favoritism based on political affiliation [54, 55] . Last, humans preferentially cooperate with those whose faces are similar to their own [56, 57] .
Other animals
In a broad sense, in-group favoritism is widely observed in non-humans as well, ranging from primates to microbes [21, 22, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . Field observational studies often focus on large group-living animals, and primary examples include monkeys [59] , dolphins [60] , meerkats [62] , and elephants [63] , to name a few. The nature of interactions is context-based, such as grooming [59] , companionship [60] , territory defense [61] , and water searching [63] . Moreover, grouping of animals that mediates the nature of interactions can be multi-level. For example, animals jointly living in the same territory/ nest/site are regarded as belonging to the same group in empirical studies [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] , whereas, within individual groups, subgroups can further emerge and be identified with various clustering algorithms in social network analysis [60, 62, 63] (see Community structure and homophily section above). Intergroup interactions often involve hostile competition, such as red fire ants that kill others with different odor cues [58] , and competitive mating of side-blotched lizards with different morph colors [61] . In contrast, within-group interactions are more likely to be cooperative with (sub) group members in the same territory/nest/site [61] [62] [63] .
In recent years, there has been a surge of interest in the search for green-beard genes, especially through knockout laboratory experiments using microbial populations. Unlike humans, microbes are far easier to manipulate, and there are no ethical issues. In this case, grouping as well as interaction is determined by whether microbes carry "green-beard" genes (hence referred to as kin/ kind-mediated interactions [64] ). Homophilic adhesive interactions (i.e. like binds like) among microbes in particular biofilms are an important way to preferentially channel benefits towards in-group members [65] [66] [67] . Under harsh conditions, microbes aggregate into a multicellular structure by secreting homophilic adhesion proteins to help them stick together. Such differential cell-cell adhesion is mediated by greenbeard genes, providing the molecular and cellular basis for in-group favoritism. When starved, social amoeba can fhkh jhfhjd can aggregate and develop into fruiting bodies to produce spores that continue further generations, while many cooperating cells in the stalk die without sporulations. When mixed with wildtype populations, knockout mutants cannot easily adhere and thus are excluded from aggregation for potential sporulations, thereby resulting in in-group favoritism by the wildtype strain (see [64] for a more detailed discussion of a variety of discrimination behaviors in microbes). The FLO1 adhesion of yeast cells allows them to form clumps and flocculate to protect themselves against harsh environments, such as acidity [68] . Because oneway binding between FLO1 cells and knockout mutants is weaker than two-way binding between FLO1 cells, the FLO1 adhesion protein functions like a "green beard" that, albeit indirectly, identifies and favors others bearing the same gene. Expressing FLO1 genes and producing adhesive protein both incur fitness costs, leading to a slower growth. Therefore, cooperation is essential in this flocculation process and is potentially prone to defection. Mechanisms such as those discussed below are needed to support in-group cooperation.
Models of in-group favoritism
In fact, many models showing in-group favoritism provide dependent mechanisms of in-group favoritism. In these models, in-group favoritism emerges or is facilitated because the model assumes another known mechanism that enables assortative interaction of in-group cooperators and hence cooperation at a population level. Assortative interaction here refers to that of individuals of the same kind (i.e. group), more broadly than the same genetic kin. A few other models provide independent mechanisms, which do not require a different cooperation-enhancing mechanism.
Ingredients of models of in-group favoritism Most models of in-group favoritism have at least the following components.
Groups
A population of players is divided into a finite or infinite number of groups (Figure 1) . A two-group model is a minimal population structure with which to discuss ingroup favoritism. In accordance with empirical evidence of homophily and community structure of contact networks, interaction between players is often assumed to be more frequent within a group than across different groups. Although such assortative interaction often promotes ingroup favoritism, it does not imply in-group favoritism.
Donation game
In studying in-group favoritism, it is convenient to use the donation game (also known as the gift-giving game), which is a form of the prisoner's dilemma game. In each round of the game, two players are selected from the population either from the same group or different groups. One player is designated as the donor, and the other player as the recipient. The donor refers to its strategy to decide whether to cooperate with (i.e. help) the recipient. If the donor cooperates, the donor loses cost c (>0), and the recipient gains benefit b (>c). If the donor does not cooperate (i.e. does not help, or defects), nobody's payoff changes. We repeat this procedure to determine the total payoff that each player gains. Strategies yielding large payoffs are stable against invasion by other strategies or more likely to spread in evolutionary dynamics.
Strategies
To study in-group favoritism, donors should be able to cooperate or not depending on whether the donor and recipient belong to the same group. Four representative strategies are shown in Table 1 . In-group cooperators (also called tag users, discriminators, parochialists, and ethnocentrism) exclusively cooperate with in-group recipients. The donor shown in Figure 1 is a noisy ingroup cooperator. Unconditional cooperators and unconditional defectors are assumed to always cooperate and defect, respectively. Because the homogeneous population of unconditional defectors is usually stable, the competition between in-group cooperators and unconditional defectors is a minimal situation to be analyzed. Lastly, out-group cooperators (also called antidiscriminators and traitors) exclusively cooperate with out-group recipients and implement out-group favoritism. However, in general, out-group cooperators are quickly wiped out by other strategies.
In fact, in-group favoritism observed in fields and laboratory experiments usually accompanies some cooperation with out-group recipients. As explained in the Introduction, in-group favoritism is operationally defined as a higher probability of cooperation with ingroup rather than out-group recipients. This stochastic situation can be modeled with two additional parameters: probability to cooperate with in-group and outgroup recipients, which are denoted by p and q, respectively [38] . In-group favoritism, unconditional strategies, out-group favoritism corresponds to p>q, p = q, and p<q, respectively. This parameterization is akin to that used in reactive strategy in repeated games [2, [69] [70] [71] [72] ; a reactive strategy is defined by a pair of the probability of cooperation immediately after receiving cooperation in the previous round and the probability of cooperation after receiving defection.
Tolerance
In the context of tag-based reciprocity, the tags (i.e., groups) are often aligned on a metric space, such as the one-dimensional lattice, and the distance in the space represents dissimilarity between two tags. In this situation, a strategy is specified by a threshold distance, often called the tolerance [25] . A donor cooperates with a recipient if (and only if) the distance between the two players is at most the tolerance value. A negative tolerance value (which is in fact excluded in [25] ) corresponds to the unconditional defector. An infinitesimally large tolerance value corresponds to the unconditional cooperator. Intermediate tolerance values correspond to ingroup cooperators.
Direct reciprocity
As succinctly discussed in [44] , direct reciprocity (i.e. mutual cooperation via repeated interaction between the same pair of players) [73] [74] [75] in combination with the assumption of a higher frequency of interaction with ingroup rather than out-group members can lead to in-group favoritism. The latter assumption is empirically supported (see Community structure and homophily section).
Innate tendency to cooperate with the same "feather" Riolo and colleagues were among the first to investigate the evolution of in-group favoritism using computational models [25] . Within the framework of tag-based cooperation, they assumed continuously distributed tags and tolerances. The tag and tolerance of each player experience random drifts throughout evolutionary dynamics. They numerically showed that tag-based cooperation evolved.
As pointed out in [76] , in-group favoritism in this model relies on two key assumptions. First, players always We can generalize these strategies to stochastic ones by introducing the probability of cooperation with in-group members and the probability of cooperation with out-group members [38] .
cooperate with those with the same tag. In other words, the unconditional defector is disallowed. This criticism bears a resemblance to the situation of the green beards; in-group favoritism erodes if we allow unconditional defectors, who bear green beards but are selfish. Second, mutation (i.e. random drift) of the tolerance is positively biased. By definition, the tolerance cannot be less than zero, and the zero value works as a reflective boundary in evolutionary dynamics. The tolerance tends to increase near this boundary. If unconditional defectors represented by negative tolerance values are allowed, cooperation does not evolve [76] . The same results were confirmed by an analysis of a minimal model with two tags [27] . In fact, we need to explain why in-group cooperators emerge in the presence of unconditional defectors.
Spatial extensions of the minimal model, without unconditional defectors and with a positive tolerance bias, were also examined [77] . In that study, spatial patterns, such as the segregation of different tag-strategy pairs and spiral waves, were observed.
Group selection
As reviewed above, two forms of group selection facilitate cooperation. The first one, group competition, has been used to account for in-group favoritism particularly in the context of evolutionary anthropology. If a group represents a tribe or nation, hostility toward out-group members corresponds to warfare. In contrast to minimalist modeling approaches to in-group favoritism, which govern most of the other sections, the models explained in this section have a relatively large number of parameters and aim to capture realistic social situations, such as war between tribes.
In the model by Choi and Bowles, intergroup interaction in the sense of group competition (i.e. war) occurs if the fraction of fighters, corresponding to in-group cooperators, is sufficiently large in at least one of the two groups [23] . If war occurs, the group with the larger number of fighters wins. Numerical simulations of the model result in evolution of hostility toward out-group members and altruism towards in-group members (i.e. intragroup coalition), which is a form of in-group favoritism. In [24] , the authors analytically derived the conditions for in-group favoritism in a related model of warfare by assuming diploid populations with two sexes and weak selection. An important departure of these models from traditional models of group competition is that the frequency of group competition evolves in these models. On the other hand, players belligerent towards out-groups and helpfully providing workforce to their own groups in these models do not represent in-group favoritism in an ordinary sense because the models do not compare the amount of cooperation towards in-group versus outgroup members.
In [78] , the authors explored the possibility of in-group favoritism with a model extending that in [79] . In these models, groups can grow and split. Players with large fitness values tend to produce their offspring to grow their groups. A group splits into two when the group size has exceeded a predetermined threshold. Both group competition and intergroup interaction between individual players are in operation. Numerical simulations examining fixation probability of each strategy suggest that ingroup favoritism evolves under certain conditions, in particular when group competition is strong [78] .
Spatial structure
Cooperation can evolve when players only interact with neighbors in a spatially embedded lattice, or so-called spatial reciprocity [1, 2, [80] [81] [82] , also referred to as (cooperation via) viscosity of population. This spatial reciprocity is a stand-alone mechanism for cooperation. In fact, the possibility of in-group favoritism has been numerically examined with some spatial models. In the following models, players do not move in the space, and tags as well as strategies evolve.
In-group favoritism occurs in two-tag [83] or four-tag [84] models embedded in a two-dimensional lattice with empty nodes. However, the behavior of these models was not compared with those with tags and without spatial structure of the population or those with spatial structure and without tags. Therefore, the amount of synergistic effects of spatial reciprocity and tags on in-group favoritism remained unknown.
Later, four-tag models made such comparisons [85, 86] . The authors compared the behavior of their model with that of the null model in which the spatiality, but no tag, exists. Cooperation was enhanced by the presence of tags as compared to its absence in the same two-dimensional lattice. In addition, tags do not facilitate cooperation when the population lacks spatial structure. Also on various networks, cooperation is more frequent when tags are present rather than absent [87] .
When the evolution of a tag is loosely coupled with that of strategy, in-group favoritism can evolve on the square lattice and random graph with empty sites [88] . The loose coupling means that the tag and strategy (e.g. degree of cooperation) are often, but not always, inherited together. If the linkage between the tag and strategy is too strong, as implied by the green-beard effect, the evolutionary dynamics becomes unstable and does not sustain cooperation; defectors with a single tag dominate the population most of the time [88] . In fact, the mechanism of cooperation in these spatial models can be understood as an evolutionary hide-and-seek, which does not require spatial structure (Figure 2 ). We will get back to this point later.
The viability of strategic alteration of the tag has also been studied [89] . In that model, players only interact with the neighbors in the spatial lattice possessing the same tag, and are allowed to change their tags depending on the result of the game [89] . Then, cooperation increases as the number of possible tags increases. In different spatial models with binary tags, out-group favoritism evolves when b/c (i.e., benefit-to-cost ratio) is large, whereas the in-group favoritism evolves when b/c is intermediate [90] . However, this effect does not generalize to the case of more than two tags. In this model also, the effect of tags is unclear because the comparison with a spatial model without tags has not been made. Last, Traulsen and Claussen [77] investigated spatial versions of a minimalist model with two tags of the continuous-tag model [25] . As in [25] , they did not assume unconditional defectors and focused on spatial pattern formation emerging via competition between ingroup cooperators and unconditional cooperators.
Indirect reciprocity
In indirect reciprocity, cooperation of a donor is reimbursed by somebody different from the recipient [91] . In particular, reputation-based indirect reciprocity (also known as downstream reciprocity) is theoretically known to enable cooperation under appropriate rules according to which donor receives a reputation after an action (e.g. good or bad), which is called the social norm [92] [93] [94] .
Masuda and Ohtsuki showed in-group favoritism using a two-tag model combined with a type of indirect reciprocity [95] . In the model, players are assumed not to change the tag. It is also assumed that the donor can perceive the tolerance parameter of the recipient (i.e. strategy) with a fixed probability before the interaction.
If the recipient's tolerance is revealed to be small, the donor decides not to cooperate with the recipient even if the donor is an in-group cooperator. Concretely, the donor does not cooperate if the recipient's tolerance is smaller than the difference between the donor's tag and the recipient's tag. This is intuitively because the recipient would not reciprocate to the donor if such an opportunity were given to the recipient. The information about the tolerance serves as a reputation of the recipient.
The relationship between social norms and in-group favoritism was explored in a different study [96] . The model in [96] assumes a homogeneous population, and one of the three social norms can be used to assess the donor, depending on the type of interaction. In other words, the players possess a triple standard to assess the donor's actions: one used when the donor and recipient are both in-group members in the eyes of the observer (who assigns a reputation to the donor); another used when the donor is an in-group member and the recipient is an out-group member; and the other when both donor and recipient are out-group members. In-group favoritism can be stable when the following conditions are met. First, the social norm used in the first situation is one enabling cooperation in a normal homogeneous population without group structure, such as simple standing (i.e. it is regarded as good to cooperate with good recipients and do whatever towards bad recipients) and stern judging (i.e. it is regarded as good to cooperate with good recipients and defect against bad recipients) [91] [92] [93] [94] . Second, the social norms used in the second and third situations are not the ones enabling cooperation in a homogeneous population. If the social norms used in the latter two situations are also ones enabling cooperation in a homogeneous population (e.g. simple standing), full cooperation and not in-group favoritism is stable.
The triplet social norm may be too complex for humans to implement. In a subsequent study, Nakamura and Masuda confined themselves to a small set of social norms and looked at the effect of the error in reputation assignment [97] . When the reputations of players are shared within but not across groups, in-group favoritism is stable under the simple standing or stern judging social norm. In contrast to the aforementioned study [96] , ingroup favoritism can occur with a single standard (i.e. same social norm used for assessing donors in any type of interaction). In this model, even the group identity of players is unused when a donor selects the action and a new reputation is assigned to a donor that has acted.
Independent mechanisms based on phenotypic matching
All mechanisms explained so far realize in-group favoritism in combination with other mechanisms that sustain cooperation on their own. In this section, we review independent mechanisms for in-group favoritism.
Essentially, all models reviewed below are based on phenotypic similarity: interactions/strategies require phenotypic matching (i.e. games in phenotypic space). They are independent in the sense that no extra mechanisms, such as physical space, more fine-grained population structure, and reputation are needed for the evolution of in-group favoritism.
The original thought experiment of green beards conceived a jumbo gene that codes both phenotype expression and conditional behavioral strategy (or assumes pleiotropic effects between phenotype and strategy). Biologically, mutations would happen during reproduction to generate genetic variants. Also socially, or culturally, agents often explore different behaviors [98, 99] . Here, we call both cases mutations. Central to a mutation process is a structure that controls how new variants arise. We refer to this mechanism as a mutation structure. Previous studies have adopted specific mutation structures, for example, to ensure the speed of convergence in agent-based simulations for the evolution of reciprocity [100] .
We have seen that loosely connected tags and a strategy can sustain in-group favoritism in structured populations [88] . In this model, it is not only mutations but also recombinations that generate such a loosely connected green-beard gene. As opposed to natural selection, recombination strongly boosts tag diversity in a population. To study independent mechanisms for the evolution of in-group favoritism, using the long-run mutation-selection equilibrium without assuming recombination is a natural choice. Moreover, any bias in the frequency of interactions owing to population structure must be removed in order to ensure that no extra mechanism confounds the results. Therefore, one has to study a well-mixed population in which everyone is equally likely to interact with everyone else, albeit with a conditional behavioral strategy that may depend on the phenotypic similarity between players.
Motivated by the seminal numerical work on tag-based cooperation [25] , Traulsen and Nowak analytically approached the problem of tag-based cooperation [101] (also see [102] ). They considered a set of K arbitrary tags and assumed in-group cooperators and unconditional defectors. Because each player is characterized by the combination of a tag and a strategy, there are 2K phenotypes. Evolutionary updating is based on the so-called pairwise comparison rule. Among others, the following mutation structure is analyzed: each mutation event can lead to random phenotypic switching from one to another out of the total 2K types. A consequence is that tags switch with a much higher chance than strategies do if K is much larger than 2. In this way, cooperation is preferentially channelled toward other cooperators of the same tag, and it is hard for defectors to acquire the right tag to exploit.
Derivation of analytical results requires that the mutation rate is vanishingly small, such that the waiting time to another mutation is much longer than the fixation time of a currently existing mutant. In this limit, stochastic dynamics of invasion and fixation are approximated by a Markov chain on homogeneous population states, such that the transition rate between two states is proportional to the mutation rate multiplied by the fixation probability. Under these assumptions, a large number of tags, K, enables in-group cooperators to outcompete with unconditional defectors. When K → ∞, in-group cooperation is always predominant. In contrast, an increase in the mutation rate harms in-group favoritism.
This model leads to cyclic dominance of in-group cooperation and (unconditional) defection, particularly with changes in one tag at a time in between, thereby termed chromodynamics of cooperation if tags are envisaged with colors ( Figure 2 ). In-group cooperators and defectors play the game of hide and seek as follows. First, if everybody owns the same tag, defectors invade in-group cooperators. Second, in-group cooperators that happen to mutate to a different tag gain a larger fitness than staying in the old tag. This is because the new tag is not yet contaminated by defectors. Third, in-group cooperators with the new tag proliferate. Fourth, defectors whose tag mutates to the in-group cooperator's one would proliferate. Fifth, in-group cooperators flee to a new tag, which may be a previously used and currently unpopular tag. These steps continue such that in-group cooperators are dynamically maintained; the fractions of different tags and strategies vary over time. Mutation is an indispensable component here. It is also suggested that similar mechanisms operate in spatial models [85, 88] . Interestingly, when interaction is strongly assortative with respect to the strategy, overall cooperation decreases, as compared to the case of unconditional cooperation at the population level. This is because ingroup cooperators dynamically dominate unconditional cooperators [103] .
Other studies put different mutation structures of phenotype into scrutiny, requiring substantial mathematical dexterity. Antal and colleagues considered evolutionary competition dynamics between in-group cooperators and unconditional defectors in a phenotype space, assuming independent, separate mutations of phenotype and strategy [26] . The phenotype space is the one-dimensional, infinite line, and an integer defines a phenotype. The phenotype can mutate into one of the two nearest neighbor phenotypes; a mutation can be seen as a local migration between groups. When the strategy mutates, it randomly chooses one of two strategies. Evolutionary updating obeys the WrightFisher process. Interaction between players occurs in a well-mixed manner. In the limit of weak selection, the evolutionary dynamics can be analytically solved using coalescent theory to calculate the correlations of strategies and phenotypes among two or three randomly chosen individuals under neutrality. The critical b/c ratio above which in-group cooperators are more abundant than defectors in the mutation-selection equilibrium decreases with the phenotype mutation rate and increases with the strategy mutation rate. In the limit of fast phenotype mutation and rare strategy mutation, the critical b/c value approaches 1+ (2/√3) ≈ 2.15. The necessity of fast phenotypic mutation as compared to strategy mutation was also pointed out in previous numerical work [104, 105] .
The same mathematical machinery [26] can be extended to the case of multidimensional phenotype spaces in which each individual is distributed over multiple sets, forming so-called set-structured populations [106] . Further generalizing [26] , this work considers conditional interactions as well as conditional strategies. Social interactions are assumed to occur according to phenotypic matching: sharing more set memberships yields more interactions. Conditional cooperation can be triggered only if two players share a minimum number of similar phenotypes, L, larger than or equal to one. This model leads to weighted, dynamic graphs of interactions, as individuals imitate, as well as mutate to, any new set memberships. The study shows that preferential help behavior, when mediated by the degree of phenotypic similarity, can prosper as cooperators possess similar sets. Departing from [26] , Tarnita and colleagues assumed global mutation of phenotypes in the sense that individuals could mutate to any other set membership [106] .
In stark contrast to the results obtained from the aforementioned modeling studies, in-group favoritism is empirically differential rather than all-or-nothing. In other words, individuals also help out-group members, albeit to a lesser extent. In light of this, Fu and colleagues considered a continuum of strategies that modulate behavior toward in-group and out-group recipients [38] . The authors derived the conditions under which preferential in-group cooperation and also preferential outgroup cooperation emerge (K>−1 in [38] ). They also identified the condition under which maximum in-group favoritism is most favored under weak selection (K>0 [38] ).
Moreover, computer simulations show that in-group cooperation erodes as the selection intensity increases beyond weak selection (see Figure 3a in [38] ).
In all works reviewed in this section, natural selection can favor the evolution of cooperation based solely on in-group favoritism, particularly in some limiting cases (such as rare mutations and weak selection). A necessary ingredient of these models is the flexibility in group identities with which individuals are allowed to freely move across groups, through imitation of successful groups and experimentation of new groups. This "voting with one's feet" phenomenon is frequently observed in human groups, from hunter-gatherers [107, 108] to modern societies.
Conclusions
In-group favoritism seems to need evolutionary underpinning [7, 12, 44] . However, we have seen that most models of in-group favoritism rely on other stand-alone mechanisms of cooperation. Other models of in-group favoritism (without such a stand-alone mechanism), which provide independent mechanisms of in-group favoritism, require that players can switch the group membership (i.e. tag) much easier than the strategy. Such a fast mutation of group membership may be relevant to non-human populations. However, humans show ingroup favoritism even when the group membership is fixed (e.g. sex and ethnicity) or defined by the experimenters, as in minimal group experiments. Therefore, the relevance of independent mechanisms to human society may be limited.
In this review, we have focused on the good nature of in-group favoritism, which is characterized by preferential costly helping behavior to in-group members. In reality, however, in-group favoritism can manifest itself for ill, characterized by out-group hatred in which costly harming (e.g. race discrimination [5] , war [23] , and bacteriocins [64] ) is targeted towards out-group members. Empirical and theoretical research is needed for understanding when and how nature selects positive interactions in and between groups, as opposed to negative interactions, in the real world. Research of this kind may help to reduce unnecessary and unwanted antagonism, due to intolerance toward out-groups [109] .
Recent neuroimaging studies suggest that alternative approaches to understanding in-group favoritism may be profitable. Helping in-group members was accompanied by activation in the left anterior insula [110] . The anterior insula is associated with affective empathy [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] . The involvement of the anterior insula [110] suggests that in-group favoritism may be evoked by empathy rather than material payoff maximization. This idea is consistent with the fact that most theoretical models, all of which implicitly assume material payoff maximization, cannot explain in-group favoritism on their own. It was also previously shown that not helping out-group members (as compared to in-group members) activated the nucleus accumbens in the brain [110] . Prior studies using different tasks suggest that the nucleus accumbens is activated when participants derive pleasure from others' misfortune [116, 117] . Other studies found activation in different brain regions during in-group favoritism behavior [118, 119] . Interpretation of these results would seem to need further examination.
In-group favoritism may have evolved in conjunction with affective empathy in general or with other empathy-related behaviors, which have nothing to do with cooperation. It may be useful to take this into account in modeling frameworks. Alternatively, it may be fruitful to assume ingroup favoritism without asking about evolutionary origins and examining its influence on collective behavior in populations of agents. It should be noted that upstream reciprocity (i.e. a type of indirect reciprocity, also called pay-it-forward reciprocity), which also lacks evolutionary explanation on its own [44] , involves the anterior insula [120] . Therefore, theoretical studies of in-group favoritism and upstream reciprocity may cross-fertilize.
When it comes to genetic evolution, passing on genetic information is crucial for individuals. Therefore, kin selection may have the most important impact. When it comes to cultural evolution (knowledge, norm, language, beliefs, etc.), in-group cooperation is vital to maintain cultural inheritance and advance complexity of culture. Nevertheless, genes and cultures can be linked and coevolve over time [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] . Relationships between gene-culture coevolution and in-group favoritism are still unclear, despite some theoretical studies [126] .
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